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Advanced DBA Certification Guide and Reference for DB2 UDB v8 for Linux, Unix and WindowsIBM Press, 2003
Whether you're a long-time DB2 UDB professional or an experienced DBA who's migrated from another database platform, there's one sure way to demonstrate the highest level of skills in DB2 Universal Database administration: pass the challenging IBM DB2 Universal Database Advanced Database Administration Exam 704.
Now, there's a definitive guide...
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Enhanced Occupational Outlook HandbookJIST Works, 2004
This book presents reliable and useful information about occupations in a way not available in the past. Its concept is simple: It allows you to identify major jobs of interest and then read details about those jobs and the many more-specialized jobs related to them.

This edition of the Enhanced...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 High Availability with Clustering & Database MirroringMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Create a Highly Available Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Environment


	Written by the technical director for SQL Server Magazine, this expert guide shows you how to implement clustering and database mirroring in SQL Server 2008. Learn proven techniques for ensuring zero database loss, avoiding system downtime, and providing...
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Getting Started with oVirt 3.3Packt Publishing, 2013

	A practical guide to successfully implementing and calibrating oVirt 3.3, a feature-rich, open source server virtualization platform


	Overview

	
		Understand and master the internal arrangement of oVirt
	
		Quickly install and configure the oVirt virtualization environment
	
		Create your...
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Hadoop Real World Solutions Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Implement outstanding Machine Learning use cases on your own analytics models and processes.
	
		Solutions to common problems when working with the Hadoop ecosystem.
	
		Step-by-step implementation of end-to-end big data use cases.



	Who This Book Is For

...
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Supplier Relationship Management: How to Maximize Vendor Value and OpportunityApress, 2014

	There’s a new buzz phrase in the air: Supplier Relationship Management (SRM). Corporate executives know it’s necessary, but there’s only one problem. Nobody yet knows how to do it. Or they think it’s all about bashing your vendors over the head until they reduce the price another 4%. Supplier Relationship...
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Clustering for Data Mining: A Data Recovery Approach (Chapman & Hall/CRC Computer Science & Data Analysis)CRC Press, 2005

	Often considered more as an art than a science, the field of clustering has been dominated by learning through examples and by techniques chosen almost through trial-and-error. Even the most popular clustering methods--K-Means for partitioning the data set and Ward's method for hierarchical clustering--have lacked the theoretical...
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Life Cycle of Clusters in Designing Smart Specialization Policies (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2018

	This book investigates cluster-life-cycle (CLC) analysis to inform the entrepreneurial discovery process (EDP), in order to support the effectiveness of the smart specialization strategy (S3). It focuses on the evolutionary analysis of clusters’ development stages (emergence, development, maturity, decline/transformation), highlighting how...
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Linux Enterprise Cluster: Build a Highly Available Cluster with Commodity Hardware and Free SoftwareNo Starch Press, 2005
The Linux Enterprise Cluster explains how to take a number of inexpensive computers with limited resources, place them on a normal computer network, and install free software so that the computers act together like one powerful server. This makes it possible to build a very inexpensive and reliable business system for a small business...
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UPC: Distributed Shared-Memory ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
A must-have for UPC programmers and applications developers
This publication provides an in-depth interpretation of UPC language specifications for use in highly parallel systems.  With its extensive use of examples, UPC programming case studies, and illustrations, it offers new insights into developing efficient and effective UPC applications...
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Pro Linux High Availability ClusteringApress, 2014

	Pro Linux High Availability Clustering teaches you how to implement this fundamental Linux add-on into your business. Linux High Availability Clustering is needed to ensure the availability of mission critical resources. The technique is applied more and more in corporate datacenters around the world. While lots of documentation...
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Real-time Analytics with Storm and CassandraPackt Publishing, 2015

	This book will teach you how to use Storm for real-time data processing and to make your applications highly available with no downtime using Cassandra.


	
		The book starts off with the basics of Storm and its components along with setting up the environment for...
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